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1.0 Introduction
EY Contractors was founded in 2002
by Yujar Caicedo, a Turks and Caicos
Belonger, with the aim of delivering
the highest quality construction
finishes to the flourishing
Providenciales luxury construction
marketplace. Since those early days EY
Contractors has grown and evolved
into a full-service Main Contractor,
taking numerous high-end projects
from the inception phase through to
final handover.

EY Contractors have been engaged in
scores of commercial and residential projects over the past two decades, for the likes of
Amanyara, Parrot Cay, The Veranda, Dellis Cay and Beaches to name a few. One of our
proudest achievements to date was being an instrumental part of the initial construction
phases of the Amanyara project in 2004, where we delivered many of the custom timber
features and millwork that help to make Amanyara truly special and one of a kind.
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EY Contractors are wholly locally owned
and fully licensed in the Turks and Caicos
Islands as a Main Contractor. Year on
year company turnover continues to rise
steadily, and in line with management
projections. Financial year ending April
2018 saw company turnover, and
projects on hand reach 10m USD.

EY Contractors are committed to upholding the highest standards to ensure that our clients’
property and development assets are developed and managed to their greatest potential.
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2.0 Expertise
EY Contractors are proud to have a local workforce comprising skilled craftsmen and
laborers who are diligent, disciplined and attentive. Our team understands the effort and
focus required to exceed the expectations of our clients and achieve our goal of building the
finest custom projects in the Turks and Caicos Islands, and beyond. Our operatives have had
considerable exposure to sensitive and delicate construction installations in a live resort
environment.

We maintain a full complement of Masons, Carpenters, plumbers, electricians, Laborers,
engineers and site management personnel. We also have a highly trained custom
installations team who are responsible for all delicate Terrazzo Installations and custom
stone features.

We invest heavily in the professional development of our employees. Key team members
recently undertook training in the USA in innovative new Terrazzo installation techniques,
which will result in a more robust product for our clients.

During the recent Amanyara Hurricane repairs EY Contractors maintained a site presence
which included more than 120 employees.
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3.0 Key Personnel
EY Contractors have a highly skilled and proven senior management team who collectively
bring over 100 years of on-site Construction experience to our projects. It is a testament to
the company that many of the the professional relationships which were formed during the
initial phase of Amanyara construction in 2004 still strive thrive today, some 14 years on.

The key members of EY Contractors management team are as follows:

Yujar Caicedo – Founder and Director
Yujar Caicedo is a Turks and Caicos Belonger and has resided on the island of Providenciales
for the past 20 years. Drawing on his background as a Master Carpenter and successful
Millshop owner in Columbia, Yujar founded EY Contractors in 2002. He has been
instrumental in the successful completion of all EY Contractors projects over the past two
decades and brings an invaluable wealth of finishing experience to all of our high end and
bespoke projects. To exemplify the skill base that Yujar can provide can be seen in the Main
Bar at Amanyara where he led a team of carpenters forming the impressive roof and
decorative timber ceilings.

Alrick Gangasingh – Director
Alrick Gangasingh is a Permanent Resident of the Turks and Caicos and has resided in
Providenciales since 1999. He joined EY Contractors in 2010 and brings over 30 years of
extensive, hands on construction experience to the company. Alrick was a key member and
the construction manager of the Amanyara management team during the initial
construction phases from 2004-2009. Alrick has been responsible for delivering numerous
large-scale projects, both locally and throughout the Caribbean region, which include
Amanyara, Parrot Cay, The Palm’s, Sandals and Beaches.
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Key Personnel (Continued)

Mark Sage - Commercial Manager, BSc (Hons)
Mark Sage is a UK qualified Senior Quantity Surveyor and Procurement Manager with an 18year background in Construction. Mark has been an associate of EY Contractors since 2010
and has extensive experience in the luxury residential and high-end hospitality sectors.
After relocating to Providenciales 2005 Mark worked as Senior Quantity Surveyor on
prestigious projects such as Amanyara from 2005-2008, several residences on the
internationally acclaimed private island of Parrot Cay and numerous custom homes. Mark’s
work has taken him to projects throughout the entire region, and he is proud to have
worked alongside some of the industry’s leading architectural figures, working to deliver
bespoke custom properties throughout the Caribbean. Mark has successfully managed and
delivered project’s with values in excess of 150m USD.
Julian Stansfield – Senior Project Manager BEng (Hons), MCIOB
Julian Stansfield is a UK chartered builder and construction manager with 46 years of
experience in the construction industry, including 18 years of working throughout the
Caribbean delivering high end hospitality developments and high-end villas to the
demanding requirements of developers and private clients. His experience extends to all
manner of construction work and includes project design management and planning from
initial outline concept to delivery of construction works. He uses Asta Powerproject
software for his master and detailed target programmes. He was the project manager that
led the construction team to the opening of Amanyara in early 2006 and the progressive
completion of a further 23 villas and associated infrastructure over the following 3 years
whilst the resort was operational, working closely with the hotel management team. He is
based in the region and has been involved in projects up to $200million as well as working
closely with the EY Contractor team members in the planning from inception to completion
of various projects regionally and is fully available for further work at Amanyara.

Support Staff
In addition to the Key Personnel listed above EY Contractors can very quickly assign fully
qualified and experienced engineers, supervisors, surveyors, buyers and project admin staff
as required.
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4.0 Projects Undertaken
EY Contractors have been engaged in scores of
commercial and residential projects over the
past two decades, we have worked for the likes
of Amanyara, Parrot Cay, The Veranda, Dellis Cay
and Beaches to name a few.
One of our proudest achievements to date was
being an instrumental part of the initial
construction phases of the Amanyara project,
where we delivered many of the custom timber
features and millwork that make Amanyara truly
one of a kind.

Recent EY Projects undertaken:
-

Amanyara
Driftwood Villa
Loos Residence
Surruey Residence
Prince Residence
Beaches
Murray Residence
Gardiner Residence
Private Residence
Turtle Cove Hotel

Northwest Point (2013 – 2018)
Chalk Sound
Chalk Sound
Turtle Tail
Turtle Tail
Grace Bay
Long Bay
Richmond Hills
Chalk Sound
Turtle Cove
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15m
1.5m
1m
1.2m
1.1m
0.75m
0.5m
1.1m
0.5m
0.6m

USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD

5.0 FFE, Facilities, Millshop and Plant
EY Contractors corporate headquarters are
located on a secure and fenced in 1-acre
site on South Dock Road.

The South Dock Road site comprises:

•
•
•
•
•
•

A fully equipped millshop covering
4,000sf
Office space
Secured stores
Workshops
Garage workshop
Spray Booth

We operate a fleet of in house operated
plant which is maintained to a high
standard and includes Skytracks, Backhoes,
Dump Trucks and Flat Bed Trucks. This
ensures self sufficiency on all of projects.
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EY contractors have invested heavily in the millshop operation
over the last 5 years, ensuring that we can meet and exceed our
client’s FFE requirements. We regularly produce high end teak,
IPE and Sapele components. This extends to kitchens, cabinets,
features, closets, furniture, daybeds or any other fabricated
components that may be required.
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6.0 Project Cost Management
EY Contractors typical Cost Management strategy includes:
•

Preliminary cost planning and procurement advice to clients at the concept design
stage

•

Cost management and advice during design development

•

Assistance in drawing up of an appropriate construction contract

•

Accurate interim valuations of work in progress

•

Timely financial statements projecting final cost and valuations

•

Detailed forecasting, cost reports and cash flow projections

•

Compilation of detailed Bills of Quantities

•

International materials procurement

•

Cost planning /construction cost estimating

•

Value engineering

•

Life cycle costing

•

Contract administration

Value engineering provides a systematic approach to achieving the required project
functions at lowest cost without detriment to quality, performance and reliability. There
are many reasons why unnecessary costs creep into design. Usually this is because of a
lack of local knowledge, poor information, out of date specifications and poor
communication. The optimum time to undertake value engineering is during the early
design stages – prior to spending money on costly design solutions or construction. EY
Contractors actively encourage early stage value Engineering and are happy to assist with
Project Value Engineering to ensure that best value is realised for our clients.
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7.0 Typical Project Documentation

EY Contractors provide clients with full and detailed Project documentation, all of which is
essential in maintaining clear and concise communication throughout the construction
process.

These documents include the following:

•

Gannt Chart Construction Programme, tailored to each Project

•

Detailed Cashflow Forecasts

•

Monthly Progress/Client reports

•

Procurement schedules

•

Project Directory

•

Detailed Valuations
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